. .
C I C R
When . . 0.1 C R < , the consistency of judgment matrix A is feasible; and when . . 0.1 C R ≥ , judgment matrix A shall be corrected appropriately. Note: consistency test result is 0.0000, the maximum characteristic root is 2.0000, and the overall target weight is 0.2289. Note: consistency test result is 0.0036, the maximum characteristic root is 3.0037, and the overall target weight is 0.1992. Note: consistency test result is 0.0370, the maximum characteristic root is 4.0000, and the overall target weight is 0.0949. Note: consistency test result is 0.0000, the maximum characteristic root is 3.0000, and the overall target weight is 0.0361. 
( ) 
Similarly, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation result of overall target can be obtained as follows:
Thus, comprehensive evaluation value is: 
Variable range of value Q is corresponding to grade 0.6-0.8 (good), which is the final evaluation result.
Through fuzzy calculation, the evaluation value of communication command effectiveness based on information system is 0.6989, and the evaluation result is "good", which is basically in line with reality.
Conclusions
With information system, communication command effectiveness is significantly improved in army task execution and communication support capability is also substantially strengthened. However, with constant deepening of information construction, the key of being initiative in wars lies in high integration of information system utilization with communication command, so that army communication command mechanism can better adapt to application of information achievements and communication command effectiveness based on information system can be comprehensively improved.
